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GENERAL INFORMATION

JIM POTTS
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DOWL HKM
DISTRICT
STATUS

1. GRANTS TO CONDUCT ENGINEERING STUDIES
   1. TREASURE STATE ENDOWMENT (TSEP)
   2. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES (DNRC)

2. PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING REPORT (PER)
   • ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS
   • SERVICE AREA
   • POPULATION GROWTH RATE
   • GROWTH PERIOD (20 YEARS)
   • COLLECTION SYSTEM CAPACITY
   • TREATMENT METHOD AND ALTERNATIVES
   • DISPOSAL METHOD AND ALTERNATIVES
   • FUNDING ALTERNATIVES
   • COMPLETE BY MARCH 2010
STATUS

3. APPLY FOR CONSTRUCTION GRANTS (MAY 2010)
   - COMPETITIVE GRANT PROCESS
     - SERVICE RATES
     - HEALTH AND SAFETY
     - COMMUNITY SUPPORT

4. CONSTRUCTION (EARLIEST FALL 2012)

5. NO NEW PERMITS TO HOOK INTO SYSTEM

6. ALL EXISTING GALLATIN COUNTY APPROVED LOTS AND OR HOOK-UPS GRANDFATHERED